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My basic understanding of theology in a methodological perspective is heterotopological and
heteromorphological: One of the starting points of theological reflection and practice are particular,
significant places or situations where human and non-human beings struggle with/for the livability of
their lives, often under precarious conditions. Theology exposes itself to the realities in these places,
pays attention to situated knowledges and cultures, reconsiders and reformulates itself so that it
gains relevance in the respective contexts as well as a certain capacity to contribute to social change
and critique. Theology is a particular form of embodiment or enactment: It does not stabilize or
strengthen power relations and structures, but breaks them up by pointing to and testifying an
ungraspable relation to a surprising ‘alterity’ which reveals critically the boundaries of what can be
seen/done/said and discovers creatively an open space here and now where new forms of live
emerge.
Authors I work with: Charles S. Peirce, Michel Foucault, Jacques Derrida, Michel de Certeau , Jacques
Rancière, Édouar Glissant, Judith Butler, Walter Benjamin. In order to understand and articulate in
more detail the heteromorphological dynamics of theology as a form of embodiment of the ‘other’, I
make currently use of performative theories and performance theories (John L. Austin, Peggy Phelan,
Shoshana Felman, Richard Schechner, Jon McKenzie).
In my current research project, I am interested in “provocative political performances”, i.e. activities
by which artists and ordinary people intervene in the public sphere and articulate urgent social,
poltical, economic issues, by making use of artistic, poetic, bodily, ritualistic elements.
Examples:
Milo Rau’s “New Gospel”, a hybrid process of exploratory research, movie, documentation
and political action in Italy 2019: http://international-institute.de/en/the-new-gospel/
The action “Look-for-us”, performed by the Centre for Political Beauty, Berlin, December
2019: https://politicalbeauty.de/sucht-nach-uns.html
“Monument”, by the Syrian artist Manaf Halbouni, Dresden 2017: https://www.manafhalbouni.com/work/monument/

I see these activities as a particular locus politicus / forma politica: They open an ambivalent space of
negotiation about given sociopolitical conditions. They modify performatively given conditions of
visibility and claim new conditions of live here and now. At the same time, they represent a locus
theologicus / forma theologica: On the level of content, regularly, they pick up elements of religious
traditions. They articulate more or less explicitly questions of live and death. On the performative
level, they create (? - testify) a rupture in the structures of visibility and livability at a particular place
and establish (? - reveal) a reference to alterity.
Performative political theology analyses the performative dynamics of these performances/actions
and develops criteria for their evaluation: Do they maintain this precarious reference to alterity or do
they close themselves up again? How do they contribute (or not) to an open society, capable of
dissent, ambivalence and plurality, addressing critically and creatively the different forms of violence
in social, discursive, representational structures?
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